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ABSTRACT 
Ostrowski’s quantitative form of Sylvester’s law of inertia is derived directly from 
the Courant-Fischer theorem. 
In [2] O&row& proved the following generalization of Sylvester’s law. 
THEOREM. Let HE CnXn be a hermitian matrix with eigenvalues 
A, < A, <. . . Q A”. 0) 
Let S E Q: nx n be nonsingular, and let S*HS have the eigenva1ue.s 
Zfp, is the smullest and p, is the lurgest eigenvalue of SS*, then 
hi=fqi, o<p,deiGpn, i = 1,2 ,..., n. (2) 
Because p, > 0, the eigenvalues Xi and Ai have the same sign, which is 
Sylvester’s classical result. 
In this note we shorten the proof of [2] and deduce Ostrowski’s theorem 
directly from the Courant-Fischer theorem. As we won’t need Sylvester’s law 
in the course of our argument, we obtain a new proof of Sylvester’s inertia 
theorem. 
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The Courant-Fischer theorem, which provides a variational description of 
the eigenvalues of a hermitian matrix, is stated in the following lemma. 
LEMMA (see e.g. [l, p. 1161). Let L, d&note a subspuce of C” of 
dimensim i. If H E Cnx” is her&tin with eigenc&es given by (l), then 
X, = min max y*Hy, i=1,2 ,..., n. (3) 
L, lI1I=LY=& 






+i) = Y*HY 
lbrl-?%L‘ y*(SS*)_'y' 
For all y with ] y ] = 1 we have 
Pi’ Q y*(ss*) -ly < p;‘. 
Hence m(L,) is bounded by 
Pl 
,Y, =r= SL, 
Y*HY G m(4) Q ~,a~, ?yEsL Y*HY. 
- , 1 
(4) 
According to the Courant-Fischer theorem the eigenvalues Ai of S*HS are 
given by Ai = min,, m(L,), and the eigenvalues h, of H by (3). Thus (4) 
implies 
which are the estimates (2). W 
Rnx4rut. In [3] It. C. Thompson generalizes Ostrowski’s result, compar- 
ing sums and products of eigenvalues of H and S*HS. 
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